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EROSION EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT—EGEGIK

Richard M. Buzard1, Mark M. Turner1, Katie Y. Miller1, Donald C. Antrobus2, and Jacquelyn R. 
Overbeck1

EGEGIK EROSION EXPOSURE 
ASSESSMENT

This is a summary of erosion forecast results 
near infrastructure at Egegik, Alaska. We conduct 
a shoreline change analysis, forecast 60 years of 
erosion, and estimate the replacement cost of infra-
structure in the forecast area. Buzard and others 
(2021) describe the method and guidance for 
interpreting tables and maps.

Source data for this summary include the 
following:

• Delineated vegetation lines and change assess-
ment by Buzard and others (2021) following 
the methods of Overbeck and others (2020). 

• Infrastructure AutoCAD outlines and metada-
ta from Division of Community & Regional 
Affairs (2002) Community Profile Map series.

• Added infrastructure such as roads, water and 
sanitation facilities, and outbuildings, delineat-
ed if visible in the most up-to-date high resolu-
tion (≤ 0.66 ft [20 cm] ground sample distance) 
aerial orthoimagery (Quantum Spatial, 2019). 

• Computed infrastructure cost of replacement 
based on square or linear footage from Buzard 
and others (2021).

Egegik is located on the Alaska Peninusla in 
the eastern section of Bristol Bay, at the mouth of 
the Egegik River upstream of Egegik Bay. Fall storm 
surge is the primary driver of erosion in the commu-
nity (Bristol Bay Native Association [BBNA], 
2019). Additionally, BBNA (2019) reports that 
icebergs from Egegik Bay erode the beach. During 
spring break up, the Egegik River undercuts the 
bluffs along the riverbank (BBNA, 2019). Overbeck 

and others (2020) show erosion rates of low-lying 
vegetation near the community that range between 
1.0 and 13.5 feet per year, but the bluff is considered 
stable.

We forecast erosion 60 years from the most 
recent shoreline (2018) at 20-year intervals to iden-
tify the exposure of infrastructure to erosion. Erosion 
of the low-lying vegetated area is faster than the 
surrounding coastal bluffs. Future erosion may slow 
when the shoreline reaches the bluff. The forecast 
created for this report likely over-predicts erosion in 
the residential area between the bluff and the school 
because of this scenario. We delineate the inland 
bluff line on the maps to represent where erosion 
may slow when this transition occurs. We do not 
forecast erosion at the point where the two canneries 
are built because shorelines cannot be reliably iden-
tified. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (2009) reports 
a seawall is built near Icicle Seafoods on the bluff toe 
near the city dock to prevent erosion. 

In general, the erosion forecast primarily 
extends inland along the western shore. A total of five 
residential buildings are exposed to erosion between 
2018 and 2038, with eight additional residential 
buildings in the following 40 years (tables 1–3). 
The erosion forecast area extends to water and sewer 
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Table 1. Quantity of infrastructure with estimated erosion exposure by linear footage (LF), or count (n).

Table 2. Replacement cost of infrastructure exposed to erosion per 20-year interval.

Table 3. Cost estimate of erosion exposure to buildings and tank facil-
ities by 20-year interval. The count of exposed residential or unspeci-
fied buildings is denoted in parentheses.

Quantity of Exposed Infrastructure
Erosion Forecast 

Date Range
Buildings & Tank 

Facilities (n) Power Lines (LF) Water Lines (LF) Roads (LF)

2018 to 2038 10 73     1,545 359

2038 to 2058 16 505     2,715 763

2058 to 2078 8     1,574     4,257     1,326 

Combined Total 34     2,152     8,517     2,448 

Cost to Replace Exposed Infrastructure
Erosion Forecast 

Date Range
Buildings & Tank 

Facilities Power Lines Water Lines Roads Sum

2018 to 2038 $400,000 $50,000 $618,100 $200,000 $1,268,100

2038 to 2058 $1,000,000 $65,600 $1,086,100 $248,500 $2,400,200

2058 to 2078 $10,000,000 $314,800 $1,702,800 $530,400 $12,548,000

Combined Total $11,400,000 $430,400 $3,407,000 $978,900 $16,216,300

Cost to Replace Buildings and Tank Facilities
Erosion Forecast 

Date Range Buildings & Tank Facilities Power Lines

2018 to 2038
Residential (5)  $1,652,400 

Unspecified (5)  $964,900 

2038 to 2058
Residential (5)  $2,299,000 

Unspecified (11)  $3,476,400 

2058 to 2078

Residential (3)  $1,442,200 

Village Council  $500,000 

City Office  $500,000 

Community Baptist Church  $500,000 

Unspecified (2)  $552,600 

lines, with over 1,500 feet of line exposed in the first 
20-year period and increasing in subsequent periods 
(table 1). Erosion and undermining of roads, power, 
and telephone lines are also forecast to increase each 
20-year interval (table 1). The total replacement cost 

of infrastructure exposed to erosion is estimated at 
$16.2 million (± $4.8 million) by 2078 (table 2; 
figs. 1 and 2). We do not estimate erosion exposure 
for fuel lines because the data were not available. All 
exposed infrastructure are located on the bluff where 
forecasts may over-predict erosion.
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Figure 1. This figure summarizes the replacement cost of all infrastructure in the erosion forecast area. Twenty-
year intervals are symbolized by color: purple represents the time interval 2018 to 2038, red represents 2038 to 
2058, and yellow represents 2058 to 2078. The bulk of costs are buildings, especially from 2058 to 2078. 

 
Figure 2. This figure breaks down the replacement cost of all utilities and transportation. The greatest cost is 
erosion of the water lines from 2058 to 2078.  
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Figure 1. This figure summarizes the replacement cost of all infrastructure in the erosion forecast area. Twenty-year intervals 
are symbolized by color: purple represents the time interval 2018 to 2038, red represents 2038 to 2058, and yellow rep-
resents 2058 to 2078. The bulk of costs are buildings, especially from 2058 to 2078.

Figure 2. This figure breaks down the replacement cost of all utilities and transportation. The greatest cost is erosion of the 
water lines from 2058 to 2078. 
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